
 

 

 

 

 
 

Dean of Arts and Sciences 
 

ABOUT NYU SHANGHAI 
Founded in 2012, NYU Shanghai is China’s first Sino-US research university and the third degree-granting 
campus of the NYU Global Network (in addition to New York City and Abu Dhabi). Founded as a joint 
venture between New York University and East China Normal University with the support of the city of 
Shanghai and the district of Pudong, NYU Shanghai identifies as a research university with a liberal arts 
and science undergraduate program at its core. While English is the language used in the classroom, 
community members converse in myriad languages while residing in one of the world's great cities with 
a vibrant, global, and diverse intellectual community. NYU Shanghai recruits from around the world 
scholars of the highest caliber who are committed to NYU's global vision of transformative teaching and 
innovative research and embody the ideals of a cosmopolitan, global society. 
 

ACADEMICS 
NYU Shanghai students earn a Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science degree conferred by New York 
University—the same degree awarded at the University’s New York campus—as well as a Chinese 
diploma recognized by the Chinese government, qualifying graduates for opportunities both in China 
and around the world. All undergraduate students pursue a course of study that will equip them with 
the broad knowledge base and tools to become creative thinkers and active learners throughout their 
lives. Students may choose from 19 majors in the arts and sciences, business and finance, engineering, 
data, and computer science. 
 
English is the language of instruction on campus, though international students are required to study 
and achieve proficiency in Mandarin Chinese. The University regularly fosters opportunities for cross-
cultural communication and cooperation in the classroom and through diverse extracurricular activities. 
 
NYU Shanghai expects undergraduate students to spend the first two years on core courses and to 
select an academic specialization for deeper study and research in their third and fourth years. 
Throughout their undergraduate studies, NYU Shanghai students are encouraged to spend up to two 
semesters studying in New York, Abu Dhabi, or at one of NYU’s twelve study away centers in cities 
around the world. This is an integral part of the University’s mission to foster global citizens. 
 
At the graduate level, NYU Shanghai offers master’s, Ph.D., and non-degree programs across academic 
and professional disciplines. Through collaborations with peer NYU schools and departments, graduate-
level offerings leverage the intellectual resources of the NYU Global Network and feature semesters of 
study in Shanghai, New York City, and around the world.  
 
In research, NYU Shanghai aspires to produce original, rigorous, and meaningful insights across a broad 
set of academic domains. Such insights do more than extend existing knowledge in predictable ways; 
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they provide a fresh understanding that promises to have a significant influence on the thinking of 
others. NYU Shanghai houses 12 research institutes, five of which are in collaboration with East China 
Normal University (ECNU). 

 
FACULTY AND STAFF 
NYU Shanghai is the intellectual home to some of the world’s best scholars, researchers, teachers, and 
mentors. Hailing from more than 27 countries and recruited from top institutions worldwide, NYU 
Shanghai’s faculty are leading experts in more than 50 disciplines. NYU Shanghai seeks to cultivate 
globally minded graduates through innovative teaching, world-class research, and a commitment to 
public service. In fall 2022, 262 full-time and 44 adjunct and teaching faculty comprised the faculty body. 
The University also draws on the faculty of the NYU Global Network, who regularly spend semesters 
visiting and teaching in Shanghai. 
 
NYU Shanghai faculty have been elected to the US National Academy of Sciences, the American 
Academy of Arts and Sciences, the American Association for the Advancement of Science, and many 
other distinguished societies domestically and internationally. Conducting state-of-the-art research, 
faculty members regularly publish their findings in leading scholarly journals.   
  
Over 350 dedicated staff members support the campus’s mission. These talented employees are part of 
a dynamic and stimulating intellectual community working to advance the University’s position as one of 
the finest global research institutions in the world. NYU Shanghai strives to provide staff with a 
comfortable, convenient, and connected work environment, and staff employees have full access to 
state-of-the-art facilities, technology, and library resources. After work, staff can maintain connections 
and community by unwinding with colleagues in the spacious dining areas, the on-campus Art Gallery, or 
any of the common areas in the Academic Building. The campus is also equipped with a central air 
filtration system to ensure a safe and high-quality work environment for all employees. 

 
STUDENTS 
NYU Shanghai currently enrolls approximately 1,800 undergraduate and just shy of 300 graduate 
students. On average, about half of enrolled students are Chinese nationals, and half are international. 
Of international students, a majority are from the United States, with over 70 other countries 
represented. The anticipation is that in a steady state, NYU Shanghai will have 2,000 undergraduates, 
500 in each undergraduate class, and 1,000 doctoral and master’s students. 
 
NYU Shanghai creates a unique, global learning experience for undergraduates; first-year students must 
live in the residence halls, where each is assigned a roommate from another country. Students spend 
their first two years on the Shanghai campus but are encouraged to spend their junior year studying in 
other countries.  
  
As a matter of content, all students must complete an intellectually diverse core curriculum that 
immerses them in cosmopolitan philosophical values while experiencing an active-learning pedagogy 
that promotes critical and creative thinking. Students also continuously hear the expectation that they 
will function as a single, integrated student body where every student spends at least two hours every 
day with someone from another culture. This combination leads NYU Shanghai students to grow in 
different ways from their counterparts at more traditional universities.  
 



 

 

NYU Shanghai students come from a very wide variety of national, cultural, and ethnic backgrounds. The 
ideas they bring to their education therefore differ in a wide variety of ways. After four years of intense, 
multi-channel engagement with their diverse international cohorts, they learn to refine their views both 
in conversation with each other and in conversation with the intellectual traditions encountered in their 
classes. 
 

CAMPUS 
Since 2014, NYU Shanghai has been based in Lujiazui, Shanghai’s flourishing financial district, at 1555 
Century Ave. The main campus is contained in a single building called the Academic Building, which 
serves as a thriving intellectual center.  
 
On May 30, 2019, NYU Shanghai broke ground for a new 114,000-square-meter campus in Qiantan. The 
Qiantan Campus was designed and is being built by architectural firm Kohn Pedersen Fox and is set to 
open in the spring of 2023. Composed of four interlocked structures set around an academic 
quadrangle, the new campus will serve as an academic base for the NYU Shanghai community and a 
cultural hub for the Qiantan district.  
 
Faculty live in a broad range of different types of accommodation in Shanghai. Some rent university 
housing located within a 10-minute commute by car/shuttle bus from campus (about a 20-minute bike 
ride); others live a little further away but still within Qiantan district, while others live either further into 
Pudong or in the older part of town on the other side of the river. 

 
LEADERSHIP 

A joint leadership team consisting of a Chancellor, Vice Chancellor, and Provost leads the NYU Shanghai 
campus. Tong Shijun became the second Chancellor of NYU Shanghai on June 1, 2020. A scholar of 
Western and Chinese philosophy, he served as an administrator and professor of philosophy at East 
China Normal University for almost 40 years and as party secretary there from 2011 to 2019.  
 
Jeffrey Lehman is the Vice Chancellor of NYU Shanghai. In this role, he oversees all academic and 
administrative operations. Lehman had previously served as Dean of the University of Michigan Law 
School, the eleventh president of Cornell University, and the founding Dean of the Peking University 
School of Transnational Law. 
 
Joanna Waley-Cohen is the Provost for NYU Shanghai and Julius Silver Professor of History at New York 
University, where she has taught Chinese history since 1992. As Provost, she serves as NYU Shanghai’s 
chief academic officer, setting the University’s academic strategy and priorities and overseeing academic 
appointments, research, and faculty affairs. 

 
THE DEAN OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Reporting to Provost Joanna Waley-Cohen and working closely with Vice Chancellor Jeffrey Lehman, the 
next Dean of Arts and Sciences will have the opportunity to build upon the University’s achievements 
over the past decade while stewarding the University toward its next chapter. The Dean of Arts and 
Sciences works with the Associate Dean of Arts and Science and alongside the Dean of Business and the 
Dean of Engineering and Computer Science. Specifically, the next Dean will take on the following 
opportunities and challenges: 
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OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES 
 

● Set strategic direction for the Arts and Sciences: The next Dean will play a leading role in 
identifying and implementing strategic priorities for the successful future of Arts and Sciences at 
NYU Shanghai. As the University enters its second decade, the Dean will play an important role 
in the ongoing institutionalization of the Arts and Sciences. Working within an environment that 
allows for creativity and freedom of ideas, the Dean will have the opportunity to bring new and 
fresh ideas for consideration and experimentation. 
 

● Maintain and enhance NYU Shanghai’s academic excellence: Working in tandem with 
University leadership, the next Dean of Arts and Sciences will continue to improve the 
University’s academic program and offerings. They will continue to tackle the question of 
translating a liberal arts curriculum to Chinese and international audiences, while also exploring 
new opportunities for research, interdisciplinary programming, and partnership within the NYU 
Global Network. 

 
● Recruit and develop faculty and staff: Recognizing that talented faculty and staff are essential 

to creating positive student experiences, the Dean will be dedicated to recruiting, developing, 
and retaining faculty and staff. The Dean will also focus on career development, the promotion 
and tenure process, and constant evaluation of faculty and staff experiences.  

 
● Navigate the next accreditation cycle: NYU Shanghai is accredited by the Middle States 

Commission on Higher Education, and the University is slated to undergo self-studies in the 
2023-2024 academic year. In collaboration with the Assistant Dean for Curriculum, the next 
Dean will play a leading role in navigating the reaccreditation process. 
 

● Budgetary management: In consultation with the Provost, the Dean will closely manage the 
budget for hiring. Furthermore, they will be charged with allocating and managing budgets for 
programs and research centers. 
 

DESIRED QUALIFICATIONS AND CHARACTERISTICS 
The ideal candidate will hold a terminal degree, qualify for tenure at NYU Shanghai, and have a history 
of impactful administrative experience within a college or university setting. Furthermore, candidates 
should demonstrate many of the following qualifications and characteristics: 

 
● Vision-setting ability, specifically around interdisciplinarity and for a global American-Chinese 

university; 

● Excitement about the opportunity to shape a new institution; 

● Commitment to working closely with a small but growing and committed faculty; 

● A flexible and transparent leadership style; 

● Collaborative decision-making style that emphasizes close listening; 

● Transparent and active communication style; 

● High emotional and cultural intelligence and strong interpersonal skills; 

● Global perspective, including familiarity with China; 

● Experience supporting and incentivizing faculty across disciplines;  

● Ability to serve as an effective conduit between the faculty, staff, and administration; 



 

 

● History of reviewing and evaluating promotion and tenure processes across disciplines; 

● Record of promoting interdisciplinary research and scholarly activity; and, 

● Familiarity with North American higher education and accreditation processes. 

 

CONTACT 
The search process is currently underway and will continue until the position is filled. Nominations, 
inquiries, and expressions of interest should be forwarded, in confidence, to: 
 
   Susan VanGilder, Managing Director 
   Anne Koellhoffer, Senior Associate 
   Storbeck Search 
   NYUShanghaiDeanAS@StorbeckSearch.com   
 

For additional information about NYU Shanghai, please visit https://shanghai.nyu.edu.  
 

NYU Shanghai is an equal opportunity employer committed to equity, diversity, and social inclusion. We 
strongly encourage applications from under-represented individuals in the profession, across color, 

creed, race, ethnic and national origin, physical ability, and gender and sexual identity. NYU Shanghai 
affirms the value of differing perspectives on the world as we strive to build the strongest possible 

University with the widest reach. 
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